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In mammals, Robertsonian (Rb) translocation (the joining of two telo/acrocentric chromosomes at their centromere to form a metacentric) is the most effective process in chromosomal evolution leading to speciation; its occurrence also affects human health (through the induction of trisomies) and the fertility of farm animals. To understand the mechanism of Rb translocation, we used the house mouse as a model system and studied the organization of pericentromeric satellite DNAs (satDNA) of telocentrics and Rb chromosomes, both minor and major satDNA. The chromosome-orientation fluorescence in situ hybridization (CO-FISH) technique was used to analyze the major satDNA. To detect the very small amount of minor satDNA, a procedure was developed that combines CO-FISH with primed in situ labeling and conventional FISH and is five times more sensitive than the CO-FISH procedure alone. It was found that both the major and the minor satDNA tandem repeats are oriented head-to-tail in telocentric and Rb chromosomes, and their polarity is always the same relative to the centromere. We suggest that all tandemly repetitive satDNAs in a species probably are locked into such a symmetry constraint as a universal consequence of chromosomal evolution. Rb translocation breakpoints were found localized within the minor satDNA of telocentrics, and these sequences contributed symmetrically to the formation of the centromeric region of the Rb chromosomes. These results are important for an understanding of the geometry of Rb translocations and suggest the study of DNA orientation as a new tool for investigating these rearrangements.

The Robertsonian (Rb) translocation is one of the most common chromosomal rearrangements in mammals (1, 2). In this translocation, two chromosomes with terminal or near-terminal centromeres (telocentrics or acrocentrics) fuse at or close to their centromeres to generate a bi-armed, metacentric chromosome, with a distinctly internal centromere. Rb chromosomes may occur as a polymorphism, as in wild mice of two chromosome races in northern Italy, the Poischiovo and Cremona races (18). We first re-examined the polarity of major satDNA by using the chromosome-orientation fluorescence in situ hybridization (CO-FISH) technique (19). Then, we used a method that combines CO-FISH with primed in situ labeling (PRINS) (20) and FISH for the detection of the very small amounts of the minor satDNA still harbored in the centromeric region of the Rb chromosomes. This method (CO-FISH/PRINS/FISH) allowed the localization of the breakpoints in telocentrics involved in Rb translocations. We showed that in Rb chromosomes the two telocentrics contribute symmetrically with 10–30 kb of minor satDNA each to the newly formed centromeric region. Moreover, this procedure revealed the organization of satDNA sequences in the centromeric regions of Rb chromosomes, thus defining the polarity of the minor satDNA at the fusion points.

Methods

Chromosomes were prepared from splenocyte cultures of three male mice of each of the following types: laboratory strain C3H (Charles River Breeding Laboratories) (2n = 40, all-telocentric), Cremona race (POS, 2n = 26, seven pairs of Rb chromosomes), Poschiavo race (POS, 2n = 26, seven pairs of Rb chromosomes), F1 POS×C3H (2n = 33, seven Rb chromosomes in a heterozygous state), and F1 CRE×C3H (2n = 31, nine Rb chromosomes in a heterozygous state).

Abbreviations: Rb, Robertsonian; satDNA, satellite DNA; FISH, fluorescent in situ hybridization; CO-FISH, chromosome orientation FISH; PRINS, primed in situ labeling; POS, Poschiavo race; CRE, Cremona race.
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Chromosomes were counterstained with propidium iodide (0.3 \mu g/ml) or 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI, 0.05 \mu g/ml), mounted with an antifade and observed under a fluorescent microscope (Olympus, Provis) equipped with appropriate filters.

After 48-h culture using Con A (Sigma) stimulation (20 \mu g/ml), 10^{-5} M BrdUrd (Sigma) was added, and 17 h later cells were harvested. After 3-h incubation with colcemid (Sigma) (0.05 \mu g/ml), hypotonic treatment (75 mM KCl for 20 min) and fixation (methanol/acetone, 3:1, vol/vol), the cell suspensions were dropped onto slides and air-dried.

The synthetic oligonucleotides GGACCTGGAATATGGAATCAGAAA (sat-1) (major satDNA) and TGATATACCTGTGCTTCTACAATAATCCCG (sat-2) (minor satDNA) were purchased from Perkin-Elmer and labeled with biotin by the end-labeling procedure (Roche Diagnostics) following the manufacturer’s instructions.

Strand-specific hybridization was performed on two slides for each animal used. After digestion with a 0.005% pepsin, 10 mM HCl solution for 10 min at 37°C, the CO-FISH method described by Goodwin and Meyne (19) was followed. Although the amplification steps involved both chromatids at a hybridization site, the efficiency of amplification was higher for the double-stranded chromatid reconstituted by ss oligo hybridization, so that a bright signal was detected only for that chromatid.

For telocentric chromosomes, hybridization signals were always present on only one chromatid (i), whereas for Rb chromosomes hybridization signals were present either on both chromatids each side of the centromere (i.e., in contra-lateral disposition: G) or on only one of the two chromatids (h). A single signal on telocentrics (E) and two contra-lateral signals on Rb chromosomes (F) also were detected after CO-FISH with the major satDNA probe. These patterns of hybridization indicate that the tandem repeats of both major and minor satDNAs are oriented head-to-tail along the DNA strand. The contra-lateral disposition relative to the centromere of the hybridization signals in Rb chromosomes shows that the DNA polarity is maintained through the centromere. Both telocentrics contributed minor satDNA to the newly formed centromeric regions of Rb chromosomes. The centromeres are represented by black dots.

**Fig. 1.** Schematic representation of the CO-FISH/PRINS/FISH method as applied to mouse chromosomes. Single-stranded (ss) chromatids (A) were hybridized with a ss minor satDNA oligo (thick dash) (8). Sat-2 (thick dash) and sat-3 (thin dash) oligos then were used as primers for PRINS amplification (C) followed by conventional FISH with the R198 probe (stars) (D). Although the amplification steps involved both chromatids at a hybridization site, the efficiency of amplification was higher for the double-stranded chromatid reconstituted by ss oligo hybridization, so that a bright signal was detected only for that chromatid.

For telocentric chromosomes, hybridization signals were always present on only one chromatid (i), whereas for Rb chromosomes hybridization signals were present either on both chromatids each side of the centromere (i.e., in contra-lateral disposition: G) or on only one of the two chromatids (h). A single signal on telocentrics (E) and two contra-lateral signals on Rb chromosomes (F) also were detected after CO-FISH with the major satDNA probe. These patterns of hybridization indicate that the tandem repeats of both major and minor satDNAs are oriented head-to-tail along the DNA strand. The contra-lateral disposition relative to the centromere of the hybridization signals in Rb chromosomes shows that the DNA polarity is maintained through the centromere. Both telocentrics contributed minor satDNA to the newly formed centromeric regions of Rb chromosomes. The centromeres are represented by black dots.


Results

In the CO-FISH procedure, cells are grown in the presence of BrdUrd for one round of replication so that sister chromatids are singly substituted. After culture, routine chromosome preparations are exposed to UV light and exonuclease III treatment to remove the newly synthesized strands. At the end of the procedure, chromatids are single-stranded, i.e., contain only a complementary prereplication DNA strand (Fig. 1A). Making use of a single-stranded oligonucleotide probe, only one chromatid will show a hybridization signal (Fig. 1B) if the tandem repeats are oriented head-to-tail along the DNA strand (19).

Visualization of the major satDNA hybridization was achieved both for telocentric and Rb chromosomes. For each animal, 10 metaphases on each of two slides were examined. All of the telocentrics and Rb chromosomes showed positive hybridization signals. Confirming previous results (21), telocentric chromosomes had a single spot located in the pericentromeric region of only one of the two chromatids (Figs. 1E and 2A), indicating that the tandem repeats are arranged with the same orientation along the DNA strand. Rb chromosomes showed two fluorescent bright spots in the pericentromeric regions, one on each chromosome arm but on different chromatids, i.e., the signals had a contra-lateral disposition relative to the centromere (Figs. 1F and 2A). This hybridization pattern suggests that the orientation of the tandem repeats is head-to-tail along the DNA strand in both arms of the Rb chromosomes. The orientation is such that the heads (an arbitrary designation) always point to the centromere. All of the different karyotypes examined, i.e., C3H, POS, CRE, F1, POS×C3H, and F1 CRE×C3H, showed the same hybridization results, with a single spot detected on the telocentric chromosomes and the two contra-lateral spots on the Rb chromosomes. We never detected two spots with lateral symmetry, i.e., on the same chromatid for both arms of an Rb chromosome.

In contrast to conventional FISH (Fig. 2 B and E), CO-FISH with a minor satDNA probe gave negative results. Such a difference between the FISH and CO-FISH hybridization patterns are probably caused by the lower sensitivity of the CO-FISH procedure, which does not allow the detection of hybridization sites smaller than 50 kb (22). Both conventional amplification of hybridization signals through the addition of layers of antibodies and in situ PCR gave unsatisfactory results. For this reason, to detect the small amount of minor satDNA sequences at the centromeric regions of the Rb chromosomes (only 20–60 kb), we applied the PRINS technique followed by FISH for further amplification of the signal.

After the CO-FISH/PRINS/FISH procedure, the minor satDNA hybridization patterns were evaluated on at least 10 metaphases per slide. Two hybridization patterns were detected: (i) hybridization signals were present on one chromatid at the centromeres of telocentric (Figs. 1I and 2D) and Rb (Figs. 1H and 2G) chromosomes; (ii) hybridization signals were present on both chromatids in the centromeric regions of Rb chromosomes (Figs. 1G and 2F), the latter being the most frequent pattern of hybridization for Rb chromosomes. From over 5,300 chromosomes examined, for all of the karyotypes considered, only 5% of telocentrics (corresponding to 1.75 ± 0.34, mean ± standard deviation, chromosomes per metaphase) completely lacked a signal, whereas only 3.8% of the Rb chromosomes (1.08 ± 0.44 chromosomes per metaphase) showed a hybridization signal on only one chromatid at the centromere. The visualization of a single lateral spot on telocentric chromosomes suggests the presence of a single minor satDNA block composed of tandem repeats oriented head-to-tail along the DNA strand, i.e., a similar organization within the satellite block to that recorded for the major satDNA.

For all of the different karyotypes examined, the presence of minor satDNA hybridization signals on both chromatids in Rb chromosomes (Fig. 2J) indicates that two blocks of minor satDNA are present in the centromeric regions and that they have a contra-lateral orientation relative to the centromere. The two hybridization signals were not as clearly visible in a contra-lateral orientation as was the case for the CO-FISH analysis of major satDNA, but appear on the same plane. This finding

---

Fig. 2. (A) CO-FISH staining of a chromosome spread from a POS mouse using a major satellite oligonucleotide (sat-1). A contra-lateral signal was obtained for Rb chromosomes (examples: arrows) and a single lateral signal on telocentrics (examples: arrowheads). (B and E) Conventional FISH with the minor satDNA probe (R 198) on a telocentric (B) and an Rb chromosome (E): two bright spots are visible in the centromeric regions of both chromosomes. (D, G, and I) CO-FISH/PRINS/FISH staining of the minor satDNA in the centromeric regions of telocentric and Rb chromosomes. In telocentric chromosomes, hybridization signals were present on one chromatid only (D); in Rb chromosomes, hybridization signals were present either on one (G) or on both chromatids (I). (C, F, and H) DAPI (4′-6-diamidino-2-phenylindole) staining of chromosomes after the CO-FISH/PRINS/FISH procedure. The AT-rich heterochromatin located in the pericentromeric region of mouse chromosomes fluoresces brightly (arrow).
suggests that the two minor satDNA blocks are adjacent (Fig. 1G). In support of this interpretation, it is well known that in metaphase chromosomes two distinct signals can be optically resolved only when they are 1–3 megabases apart (23). The occurrence of two contra-lateral blocks of minor satDNA at the centromere of Rb chromosomes is expected if the breakpoints are in the minor satDNA of both telocentrics, with each contributing approximately equally to the newly formed Rb centromeric region (Fig. 1G).

**Discussion**

Pericentromeric regions involved in Rb translocations are composed of highly repetitive DNA families (satDNA). Illegitimate recombination between homologous sequences, such as satDNA, on nonhomologous chromosomes has been suggested as a possible mode of formation of Rb chromosomes in both house mice and humans (3, 9, 24, 25). In fact, more than 100 different Rb chromosomes have been found in the house mouse (7) involving all 19 autosomes and the X chromosome, which share the same pericentromeric satDNA. The Y chromosome, which does not share that satDNA, has never been found involved in Rb translocation. In humans, the most frequent Rb translocations occur between chromosomes 13 and 14 and chromosomes 14 and 21, which share homologous pericentromeric satDNA sequences (3, 25). Also, in the less-frequent Rb translocations, e.g., those between chromosomes 13 and 15 or chromosomes 14 and 22, interspersed homologous sequences may be involved (25, 26).

We determined the orientation of the two families of satDNA located in the pericentromeric regions of both telocentric and Rb metacentric chromosomes in the house mouse. Both satDNA families were found to be organized head-to-tail, because all of the blocks of major and minor satDNA shared the same orientation pointing to the centromere. When Rb translocations occur, the overall DNA polarity is maintained through the centromere in Rb chromosomes, i.e., from one telocentric through the joining point of the other telocentric, as shown by the contra-lateral symmetry of the hybridization signals (Fig. 2). Previous results obtained by BrdUrd quenching of Hoechst 333258 fluorescence in Rb chromosomes present in the mouse L-cell line (17) and in the POS wild-derived mice (15) indicated that the major satDNA maintained consistently the same polarity across the centromeres for all Rb chromosomes. Our findings obtained from POS and CRE-wild-derived mice, directly visualizing the two families of satDNA, demonstrate that in mouse chromosomes both major and minor satDNA sequences have exactly the same polarity relative to centromeres and telomeres. These results are strongly supported by the use of CRE mice, which possess the highest number of Rb chromosomes found in natural populations. Therefore, both families of satDNAs apparently are maintained with exactly the same polarity relative to the centromere and telomeres, a disposition that precludes U-type exchanges between homologous satellite sequences that lead to losses of large chromosome segments (28). If terminal satellite blocks had opposite centric orientations, exchange would have produced acentric chromosomes. The finding that both satDNA families present in the pericentromeric regions of mouse chromosomes share this polarity constraint corroborates the existence of a base-pairing dependent mechanism of inter-chromosomal exchange between satellite blocks (27). The implication is that all tandemly repetitive DNAs within a species probably are locked into this symmetry constraint. Our results on satDNA orientation suggest that Rb translocation occurs between DNA strands ending 3′ of one telocentric and 5′ of another telocentric to generate an Rb metacentric chromosome with an antiparallel symmetry at the fusion point. The maintenance of this symmetry across the centromere in Rb chromosomes might permit whole arm reciprocal translocations (WARTs) between nonhomologous Rb chromosomes, accelerating chromosomal evolution in the house mouse. In this regard, WART chromosomes have been described in a number of feral house mouse populations (29–32).

The CO-FISH/PRINS/FISH results indicate that the two telocentrics contribute minor satDNA symmetrically to the centromeric region of the newly formed Rb chromosome. The capability to detect the two minor satDNA blocks, contributed by both telocentrics, shows that the CO-FISH/PRINS/FISH method has a sensitivity of 10–30 kb, 2–5 times higher than the previously reported limit of 50 kb for the CO-FISH technique alone (22).

In the house mouse, the very high frequency of Rb chromosomes, and the random involvement of the telocentrics in the translocation process, could be caused by “inherent genomic traits” (33) such as the clustering of heterochromatic regions (34–36), the homology of satDNA sequences shared by the telocentric chromosomes (37), and the nicking activity of the CENP-B protein. CENP-B protein binds the CENP-B box present within the minor satDNA in mice as well as within centromeric satDNA of other species (10, 38–40) and could play an important role in recombination events leading to Rb translocation. Kipling and Warburton (41) suggested that the dimerization ability of the CENP-B protein could not only promote misalignment between higher-order repeat units of alpha satDNA on nonhomologous chromosomes in humans, but also could facilitate recombination, mediated by its nicking activity. In this context, the minor satDNA–CENP-B protein complex appears to be the precise molecular substrate for Rb translocations in house mice. In support of this view all of the breakpoints were found within minor satDNA.

The re-examination of the CO-FISH and CO-FISH/PRINS/FISH techniques of Rb chromosomes in species other than the house mouse would be most desirable to establish the generality of our findings.
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